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Introduction
•Solar power is one of the most appreciate renewable energies in the world
•Three groups of factors determine the interaction of solar radiation with the
earth’s atmosphere and surface
a. The Earth’s geometry, revolution and rotation
(declination, latitude, solar hour angle)
b. Terrain (elevation, albedo, surface inclination/orientation, shadows)
c. Atmospheric attenuation (scattering, absorption) by
c.1. Gases (air molecules, ozone, CO2 and O2)
c.2. Solid and liquid particles (aerosols, including non-condensed water)
c.3. Clouds (condensed water)

•We focus the study on the accurate definition of the terrain surface and the
produced shadows by using an adaptive mesh of triangles

Introduction
Shadows
Albedo
Clear Sky

• Beam Radiation
• Diffuse Radiation
• Reflected Radiation
• Total Radiation

Conditions of non overcast sky

Experimental Data

Real sky

Construction of the terrain surface mesh
•Build a sequence of nested meshes from a regular triangulation of the rectangular region,
such that the level j is obtained by a global refinement of the previous level j−1 with the
4-T Rivara’s algorithm
•The number of levels m of the sequence is determined by the degree of discretization of
the terrain,
•Define a new sequence until level m’ ≤ m applying a derefinement algorithm.
•Two derefinement parameters εh and εa are introduced and they determine the accuracy
of the approximation to terrain surface and albedo, respectively.
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Shadow detection
The solar beam direction is
vsol = (cos h0 sin A0, cos h0 cos A0, sin h0)
where h0 is the solar altitude and A0, the solar azimuth
Construct a reference system x’, y’ and z’, with z’ in the direction of the
beam radiation, and the mesh is projected on the plane x’y’

Shadow detection
The incidence solar angle δexp is then computed for each triangle
Check for each triangle ∆ of the mesh, if there exists another ∆’ which
intersects ∆ and is in front of it, i.e., the z’ coordinates of the vertices of
∆’ are greater than those of ∆.
The analysis of the intersection between
triangles involves a high cost.
We have considered four warning points
whose area coordinates, referenced to
the master element with vertices (0, 0),
(1, 0) and (0, 1) are (1/3, 1/6, 1/2),
(1/6, 1/3, 1/2), (2/3, 1/6, 1/6) and
(1/6, 2/3, 1/6) (the geometrical centres
of the 4-T Rivara’s subtriangles)
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Lighting factor of each triangle
Lf = 1 − i/4
where i = 0, …, 4, is the number of
warning points inside other triangles
that are in front of ∆.

Shadows detection
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Solar radiation modelling
General aspects
•This solar radiation model is based on the work of Šúri and Hofierka about a GISbased model.
•Use of adaptive meshes for surface discretization and a new method for detecting
the shadows over each triangle of the surface.
•We first calculate the solar radiation under the assumption of clear sky for all the
triangles of the mesh, taking into account the lighting factor of each triangle.
•Next these solar radiation values are corrected for a real sky by using the available
data of the measurement stations in each time step along an episode.
•Finally, the total solar radiation is obtained integrating all the instantaneous values
in each triangle.

Solar radiation modelling
Solar radiation equations for clear sky
Solar radiation types

Beam

Diffuse

Reflected

Solar radiation modelling
Solar radiation equations for clear sky
Beam radiation

Beam irradiance

Extraterrestrial irradiance G0 normal to the solar beam,
Correction factor
Beam irradiance normal to the solar beam B0c

Beam irradiance on a horizontal surface

Linke atmospheric
turbidity factor
relative
optical air mass
h0 is the solar altitude angle
Lf is the lighting factor

Beam irradiance on an inclined surface

δexp the incidence
solar angle

Solar radiation modelling
Solar radiation equations for clear sky
Diffuse radiation

Diffuse transmission

Diffuse radiation on horizontal surfaces

Diffuse radiation on inclined surfaces

Sunlit surfaces

ho ≥ 0.1
ho < 0.1

Shadowed surfaces

Function depending on
the solar altitude

Solar radiation modelling
Solar radiation equations for clear sky
Reflected radiation

Mean ground albedo
where

Solar radiation modelling
Solar radiation under overcast sky
The values of global irradiation on a horizontal surface for overcast
conditions Gh are calculated as a correction of those of clear sky Ghc
with the clear sky index kc

If some measures of global radiation Ghs are available at different
measurement stations, the value of the clear sky index at those
points may be computed as

Then kc may be interpolated in the whole studied zone.

Numerical experiments
The studied case corresponds to Gran Canaria, one of the Canary Islands in
the Atlantic Ocean at 28.06 latitude and −15.25 longitude.
The UTM coordinates (metres) that define the corners of the considered
rectangular domain including the island are (417025, 3061825)
and (466475, 3117475), respectively.
The selected episode includes the period from September 1st, 2006,
until May 31th, 2007
The average overcast global radiation, considering the 273 days with
observational data, was 16.8264MJ per day.
We present the graphical results of December as example.

Numerical experiments

Contour map of Gran Canaria

Numerical experiments

Albedo map of Gran Canaria

Numerical experiments

5866 nodes
11683 triangles

Triangular mesh adapted to
topography and albedo

Numerical experiments

82 − 83% of the
mean global
irradiation

Beam radiation map (J/m2)
relative to December 2006

Numerical experiments

16 − 17% of the
mean global
irradiation

Diffuse radiation map (J/m2)
relative to December 2006

Numerical experiments

0 − 0.4% of the
mean global
irradiation

Reflected radiation map (J/m2)
relative to December 2006

Numerical experiments

Clear sky global radiation map (J/m2)
relative to December 2006

Numerical experiments

Correction in
some overcast
days reduced
the clear sky
results from 20%
to the 70%
(winter)
April: 1% to 30%

Overcast global radiation map (J/m2)
relative to December 2006

Numerical experiments

Conclusions and future research
•The adaptive triangulation related to the topography and albedo is essential in
order to obtain accurate results of shadow distribution and solar radiation.
•Adaptive meshes lead to a minimum computational cost, since the number of
used triangles is optimum.
•The accuracy of the model results depends on the number of points where we
know realistic data.
•One aspect to be improved is the interpolation procedure used for processing
such data.
•Some unknown parameters of the model may be estimated using genetic
algorithms for minimizing the error between the measures and the results of the
model in the observational points.
•Optimal selection of the warning points for detecting the shadows.
•Accurate determination of the shadow boundary with ref/deref. procedure
and mesh adaption by moving nodes to such contour line.
•Define any standard error indicator for each triangle in order to ref/deref. the
mesh attending to the daily numerical solution of the overcast global radiation.
•The calculation may be fully parallelised.

